
CIS2390 ANSWERS
Week 4

Overview
When analyzing network data there are two levels at which one can operate:

• statistical stream analysis - within Wireshark we are typically using options within 
the Statistics pull-down menu (ie. packet payloads are ignored)

• packet inspection - here we look at the individual packets themselves (ie. packet 
payloads are taken into account)

This question is primarily about performing statistical packet analysis so that we may 
quickly hone in on the data packets of interest. Here are some quick examples of what 
we can determine about our TCP dump data:

Statistics -> Protocol Hierarchy:

• TCP (98.85%): IRC (55.59%), FTP (0.71%) and RPC (specifically portmap) traf-
fic

• UDP (0.89%): NetBIOS name service and RPC (specifically portmap and status 
monitoring) traffic

• ICMP (0.27%)

Statistics -> Endpoints:

• Ethernet: here we quickly see that all recorded traffic is based around two MAC 
addresses: 08:00:20:f6:d3:58 and 00:e0:1e:60:70:40. Here, this simply tells us 
about the local network our sniffed traffic is passing through - ie. a Cisco router 
is using a mirror port to copy all interesting network traffic to our monitoring 
server (which is a Sun machine). This is confirmed with the Conversations data 
(see below).

• IPV4: the majority of our traffic (ie. IRC data) involves 64.224.118.115 and 
172.16.1.102.

• TCP: this set of data gives us some idea as to the type of traffic that our TCP 
connections are involved with. As a result, we can quickly determine that 
64.224.118.115 is mostly engaged in IRC traffic (it’s probably operating a server 
here?). 172.16.1.101-109 might offer DNS, HTTP, FTP and SunRPC services 
(packet counts are quite low here, so we can’t be more conclusive). In addition, 
172.16.1.102 might also have a SOCKS port open (again, packet counts are too 
low to be conclusive).

• UDP: 216.222.44.229, 216.211.97.18, 216.164.2.74 and 216.118.19.214 may 
offer NetBIOS NS services (packet counts are to low to be conclusive). 
172.16.1.103-107 might offer NetBIOS NS services (packet counts are too low 
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to be conclusive). 172.16.1.102-108 might offer Sun RPC services (again, 
packet counts are too low to be conclusive).

Statistics -> Conversations:

• IPV4: 61.129.106.171 contacts 172.16.1.101-109 (low packet counts) - consis-
tent with port scanning activity? 61.142.80.110 only contacts 172.16.1.[101, 103, 
107, 109] (low packet counts) - consistent with port scanning activity? 
80.131.105.23 contacts 172.16.1.101-109 (low packet counts) - consistent with 
port scanning activity?

• TCP: 61.129.106.171 contacts 172.16.1.101-109 on the Sun SPC port (ie. 111) - 
consistent with Sun RPC portmap activity (see alert file generated by snort in 
replay mode on this data!)? 61.142.80.110 only contacts 172.16.1.[101, 103, 
107, 109] on the Sun SPC port (ie. 111) - consistent with Sun RPC portmap ac-
tivity? 64.224.118.115 connects with 172.16.1.102 on IRC - consistent with 
172.16.1.102 being controlled (as part of a botnet) by a C&C IRC server at 
64.224.118.115? 216.183.12.188 converses with 172.16.1.103-109 on port 
27374 (low packet counts) - consistent scanning activity? 202.98.223.74, 
208.187.189.25 and 211.251.211.65 contact 172.16.1.101-109 on the Sun SPC 
port (ie. 111) - consistent with Sun RPC portmap activity? 211.114.173.65 con-
tact 172.16.1.101-109 on port 53 - consistent with DNS port scanning? 
213.20.0.92 and 217.0.80.154 contact 172.16.1.101-109 on port 21 - consistent 
with FTP port scanning?

At this point (and without any hard evidence!), we suspect that:

• 172.16.1.100/28 is our attacked subnet with 172.16.1.101-109 being the ad-
dresses of our actual machines

• 172.16.1.102 gets compromised

• 61.129.106.171, 61.142.80.110 and 80.131.105.23 are port scanning

• port scanning appears to be trying to locate NetBIOS NS, DNS, FTP, HTTP and 
Sun RPC services

• 61.129.106.171, 61.142.80.110, 202.98.223.74, 208.187.189.25 and 
211.251.211.65 are scanning for Sun RPC services

• 213.20.0.92 and 217.0.80.154 are scanning for FTP services

• 64.224.118.115 is an IRC botnet C&C server

Statistics -> Flow Graph (TCP Flow):

Using filters such as: ip.addr == 172.16.1.101, before building the flow graph, we may 
now systematically study interactions with each member of 172.16.1.100/28. In doing 
this, we can now locate concrete evidence to support our suspicions. Sometimes the 
flow graph is too large to display, so you need to use further BPF filters to isolate the 
behavior you’re interested in looking at!
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• 172.16.1.[101, 103, 104, 106, 107, 109] don’t appear to offer any services on 
ports 53, 21, 80, 111 and 27374 - since they are not replying to SYN packets. 
This provides strong evidence that 24.74.6.69, 61.129.106.171, 61.142.80.110, 
62.44.24.138, 62.168.31.238, 66.75.229.78, 68.58.67.123, 80.63.226.222, 
147.102.208.1, 159.178.60.88, 195.5.29.89, 196.40.37.163, 200.222.108.26, 
202.98.223.74, 202.183.184.164, 203.199.143.197, 208.187.189.25, 
209.175.72.3, 209.226.193.157, 210.14.231.26, 211.114.173.65, 
211.114.173.65, 211.251.211.65, 213.20.0.92, 216.0.47.137, 216.83.237.90, 
216.94.60.88, 216.100.14.60, 216.139.142.130, 216.170.228.6, 216.171.141.20, 
216.177.162.58, 216.244.166.226, 216.248.170.162, 217.0.80.154 and 
218.150.139.57 are all port scanning for services on these ports

Answers
1.

a. Based on the Endpoints and Conversations data, it would be plausible to suggest 
that 172.16.1.102 is probably the compromised machine and 64.224.118.115 is the 
command and control server. These conclusions are consistent with alerts obtained 
from snort.

b. Flow analysis provides evidence of:

• TCP scans against machines 172.16.1.[101, 103, 104, 106, 107, 109] (hard to 
say if these are SYN, half connect or full connect scans). The distributed nature 
of the scans makes it hard for snort to detect and so alert!

• it looks like we have TCP full connect scans on the Sun RPC port for 
172.16.1.[102, 105, 108] from 61.129.106.171, 202.98.223.74, 208.187.189.25 
and 211.251.211.65. However, TCP is used to initiate a UDP session. The UDP 
session is used to relay RPC information back to the monitoring machine! Since 
these machines are involved in other definite scanning activity, these RPC inter-
actions are probably attempting to enumerate network information

• again, NetBIOS NS UDP activity is aimed at enumeration not scanning

• filtering on icmp shows that 80.131.105.23 pings 172.16.1.101-109

c. the best way to answer this question is to run p0f on snort.log using the command:

p0f -s snort.log ‘host 64.224.118.115’

doing this reveals that the command and control server is running Linux 2.2 and has 
been up for 69 days and 2 hours.
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